WE ARE NOW HIRING!
Production Operator
Run and maintain fillers and other related equipment with the Production Plant, with quality being the major concern. Be
able to effectively work in a team environment and communicate (verbal and written) with people on a professional level.
Contributes to overall department production goals, maintains a clean and safe work environment. Understand and act in
accordance with our core values which includes; Succeeding as a team while excelling as individuals, Owning it and
passionately acting on it, Be persistent and assertive. Values are important, because they drive the behavior of the people
who are working on the purpose and the vision.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES include the following.
Report all malfunctions on equipment and report all accidents
Be aware of your surroundings at all times and work with safe behaviors
Wear all required P.P.E. / Wash hands constantly / Change gloves
100% compliance to Good Manufacturing and SQF Practices and Procedures
Closely monitor the dairy production process
Accurately prepare and maintain all area paperwork

$21.99 per hour
+ Benefits

Ensure electronic and non-electronic paperwork is updated for traceability
Monitor weights, seals, caps, and general packaging of product
Make adjustments to Filler timing and filling, and complete weight check sheets
Ability to troubleshoot and resolve basic to moderate operating difficulties
Maintain sanitation of equipment including CIP/SSOP and hand cleaning
Reassemble equipment after CIP
Do mandatory environmental cleaning on filler during production downtime
Ensure concentrations are taken with each CIP. Monitoring flow and temperature.
Perform sanitary PM’s with valves
Ensure environmental sanitation cleaning is complete – conveyors, trash, etc.
Follow Quality Assurance standards and specifications
Collect required samples needed for Quality Assurance testing
Position Location: Downey, CA
Ability to perform filler and filler line changeovers in a safe and efficient matter
Maintain sterility in the filling area at all times
Telephone:
Wear protective clothing upon entering
866-451-4405
Cover all hair, skin, mouth, eyes, clothing, and shoes
Protective clothing must be worn during production and cleanup – No exceptions
Website:
Operate equipment at recommended speeds and communicate mechanical and operational defects as they arise
www.martins-ig.com
Operate and clean equipment with a sense of urgency to maximize throughout and minimize downtime. Quality first.
Maintenance and implement components of SQF System as required.

EXPECTATIONS:

Benefits:

1. Complete tasks in a safe and efficient manner to keep
the process moving forward
2. Perform all job duties and responsibilities listed above
and (not listed) that will ensure safe and quality
conformance to our client's, Federal, State and SQF
standards
3. A team player assisting other operators for a safe,
quality, and efficient process
4. Understanding all procedures associated with this
position and ask questions when needed
5. Wear and use a company provided radio to
communicate operational and mechanical issues as they
arise throughout your shift
6. Demonstrate a mechanical aptitude and have the
ability to work and maneuver in tight and awkward areas
and positions
7. Operate equipment at recommended speeds and
communicate mechanical and operational defects as
they arise
8. Operate and clean equipment with a sense of urgency
to maximize throughout and minimize downtime. Quality
first.

Dental insurance
Employee assistance program
Health insurance
Paid time off
Parental leave
Retirement plan
Vision insurance

Schedule:
10 hour shift
12 hour shift
8 hour shift
Day shift
Monday to Friday
Night shift
Overtime
Weekend availability
Education:

Shift availability:
Day Shift (Preferred)
Night Shift (Preferred)
Overnight Shift (Preferred)
Work Location: One location

High school or
equivalent (Preferred)
Experience:
dairy manufacturing: 3
years (Preferred)
License/Certification:
Pasteurizing (Preferred)

